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The Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge and iPhone 6S Plus are two of the best smartphones of 2016. ... DT Review, 4.5 out of 5 stars · 4
out of 5 stars ... On these tests, the Snapdragon 820 beat out the Apple A9, and the A9 beat out ... One of the most important
things you should consider is apps — and fortunately, .... For example, an article titled 5 reasons iPhone still beats Android on ...
Apple iPhone 6s vs Samsung Galaxy S6 vs LG G4 vs HTC One (M9) .... Whats's better, the Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge or the
iPhone 6s Plus? ... of pressure to perform actions like previewing app content or making a phone call with fewer steps. ... Its
front camera has a 5 MP sensor with an aperture of f/1.7 and auto HDR. ... I think the samsung s7 camera beat iphone's clearly..
iPhone 6s: The 5 most important ways Samsung outshines Apple ... some pretty important areas where Samsung definitely beats
Apple's latest .... 5 big ways the Samsung Galaxy S7 is better than the iPhone 6s ... some pretty important areas where Samsung
definitely beats Apple's latest .... As the iPhone's biggest rivals, Samsung's latest Galaxy smartphones have to be good enough to
convince consumers that they're a better buy. None do that.. Galaxy S7 vs iPhone 6S: We look at the specs and features on these
two ... Here's a step-by-step breakdown of Samsung's new handset and how it stacks up against Apple's ... However, its design
still didn't completely beat Apple's. ... on the market. true, it may not be as iconic as the iPhone 4 or iPhone 5, .... Everything
you know about the Galaxy S7 and iPhone 6S is wrong. ... in the iPhone 4, but in 2016 it is Samsung which is now way out in
front. ... Pixels' in the iPhone 6S use less than 5% of its pixels to help it focus and the lag .... iPhone 6s vs Samsung Galaxy S7:
Design & dimensions Both smartphones are very sleek and .... The Galaxy S7 has a 5.1-inch screen, compared to the 4.7-inch
display on the iPhone 6s. The S7 outpaces the iPhone in terms of resolution, at 2650 x 1440 pixels, versus just 1334 x 750 on
the iPhone 6s. The S7 Edge also has a resolution advantage, at 2650 x 1440 versus 1920 x 1080 for the iPhone 6s Plus.. Fans of
the Samsung Galaxy S6 will feel right at home playing around with ... On the face of the Samsung Galaxy S7 is a 5 MP front
shooter, ... using iOS 9 on the iPhone 6 remains a joy in a way that TouchWiz UI can't really match. ... Second thing is, even
though iPhone 6 is a 2014 phone, it still beats the .... How do these smartphones compare? ... Borrowing a design element from
the Galaxy Note 5, there are also curves along the ... Both the iPhone 6s Plus and the Galaxy S7 Edge come with 5.5-inch
displays, but the ... One areas where the Galaxy S7 Edge has the iPhone clearly beat is when it comes to .... If it doesn't pulse,
hold down the "b" button for 3 seconds to initiate discovery mode. On your iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, or Apple Watch, go to
Settings, then tap .... What are some simple steps I can take to protect my privacy online? ... I have personally owned both the
the iPhone 6s Plus and the Galaxy S7 Edge ... The S7 takes incredible low light photos (beats the iPhone 10/10 times), but ... I'm
using S7 for 4–5 months and I have compared it to my friends' iPhone 6 & 6s and the result .... We drop test the Apple iPhone
6S and Samsung Galaxy S7 to see which phone is more durable using a .... Earphones and Headphones. Using a 3.5 mm cable.
Fully compatible. Using a Lightning cable. Compatible with Apple iOS devices that have a Lightning .... There are some things
that the iPhone 6s simply cannot do either ... but one area where the S7 and S7 edge handily beat the iPhones is charging times.
... Just like with the Galaxy Note 5, it is possible to use the Galaxy S7 .... ^ "Samsung Galaxy S7: 5 Things you may not know
about Samsung's new flagship". Android Beat | Android News, Hacks, Apps, Tips & Reviews Blog. 22 February .... Five ways in
which the Samsung Galaxy S7 beats the Apple iPhone 6s ... we will note five points in which the S7 surpasses the iPhone 6s..
Here's how to troubleshoot the Bluetooth connection between your Beats product and ... On your iOS device, go to Settings >
Bluetooth and select your Beats. 87b4100051 
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